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Shift current photovoltaic efficiency of 2D materials
Mikkel Ohm Sauer 1,2,3✉, Alireza Taghizadeh1,3,4, Urko Petralanda 4,5, Martin Ovesen1, Kristian Sommer Thygesen 4,6,
Thomas Olsen 4, Horia Cornean2 and Thomas Garm Pedersen 1,3✉

Shift current photovoltaic devices are potential candidates for future cheap, sustainable, and efficient electricity generation. In the
present work, we calculate the solar-generated shift current and efficiencies in 326 different 2D materials obtained from the
computational database C2DB. We apply, as metrics, the efficiencies of monolayer and multilayer samples. The monolayer
efficiencies are generally found to be low, while the multilayer efficiencies of infinite stacks show great promise. Furthermore, the
out-of-plane shift current response is considered, and material candidates for efficient out-of-plane shift current devices are
identified. Among the screened materials, MXY Janus and MX2 transition metal dichalchogenides (TMDs) constitute a prominent
subset, with chromium based MXY Janus TMDs holding particular promise. Finally, in order to explain the band gap dependence of
the PV efficiency, a simple gapped graphene model with a variable band gap is established and related to the calculated
efficiencies.
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INTRODUCTION
The photovoltaic (PV) effect, i.e. the direct conversion of solar
energy to electricity, is a significant part of modern electricity
generation. The majority of traditional PV devices are single p-n
junction silicon cells, requiring hole- and electron-doped regions1.
However, advances in materials technology have unveiled a new
venue of PV materials, operating through shift currents (SCs), an
example of “bulk photovoltaic effects”2–23. The SC is a second order
nonlinear optical response observed in non-centrosymmetric
semiconductors5,24, generating a DC current. The name derives
from the ‘shift’ of intracell coordinates of an excited electron due to
its asymmetrical wave function, which drives the current5. The SC is
a transport phenomenon intrinsic to the crystal. Thus, SC PVs do not
require p-n junctions to separate optically generated electron-hole
pairs. Consequently, the SC generation process is much faster than
phonon emission5, as opposed to current generation p-n junction
PV devices, where carriers relax to the band edge with excess
energy transferred into lattice excitation. Such losses restrict
photovoltages in traditional p-n solar cells to values below the
band gap, while SC devices can potentially generate above-gap
photovoltages5,16,17. The band gap limit is a key component of the
Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit, applying to traditional p-n
junction cells25. As a result, this limit does not apply to SC
devices5,16,17.
In general, SCs are generated in non-centrosymmetric materials,

which can be further divided into polar and non-polar
categories5,16. Polar materials generate SCs in both polarized
and unpolarized light5, whereas non-polar materials require
polarization5. Experimental SCs have been reported in a wide
range of materials, including ferroelectrics6–8, III/V quantum wells9,
organic crystals10, and recently two-dimensional interfaces and
materials11–14,17,18,20,22. Additionally, it has been shown that
excitons play a significant role for second order effects in low-
dimensional materials, increasing SCs by almost an order of
magnitude at resonance4,14. The increase is significantly larger

than the linear optical enhancement provided by excitons in the
vicinity of the band gap4,14,17. This difference is attributed to the
inter-exciton coupling present in second order optical responses,
as demonstrated in a simple tight-binding-based Bethe-Salpeter
model4,26. Research on SCs has yet to present any quantitative
estimates of SC PV efficiencies from calculations or measurements
of 2D materials11–14,17,18,20,22. Furthermore, previous works have
had little focus on optimizing the band gap for SCs produced by
solar radiation4. The lack of reliable estimates of efficiency and
selection criteria constitute important challenges for the field of
2D SC devices.
In this work, we calculate and analyze the solar SC PV

efficiencies, under idealized conditions, of 326 different dynami-
cally stable, non-magnetic, non-centrosymmetric 2D semiconduc-
tors found in the computational database C2DB27,28, 129 of which
are non-polar, while 197 are polar, see Fig. 1a. This database
contains material properties calculated from density functional
theory. The calculation of PV efficiencies is based on the (1) SC
spectra, (2) absorption spectra, (3) carrier mobilities, and (4)
effective masses of each material, as described in the Methods
section. An important distinction between traditional and SC PVs
is that different parts of the solar spectrum may produce SCs of
opposite sign. Such effects are not found in p-n junction PVs
operating through absorption alone. As a consequence, it is
advantageous to exclude part of the solar spectrum in SC devices.
We therefore implement a low-pass filter, maximizing efficiencies
by excluding photons above a certain energy threshold. The
schematic in Fig. 1a illustrates PV power produced by SC JSC
generated in materials selected from C2DB27,28 under illumination
matching the reference air mass 1.5 spectrum29. As shown in the
figure, the in-plane current is applied to assess efficiencies. This
setup is presumably the most convenient for practical applica-
tions, requiring only end contacts. The out-of-plane response is
briefly considered. However, collecting such currents would
require separate top and bottom electrical contacts.
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RESULTS
PV efficiencies
In this section, PV efficiencies as well as in-plane and out-of-plane
SCs will be presented. As shown in the Methods section, the PV
efficiencies of a material are given by Eq. (11), which depends on
(1) the effective mass, (2) the SC conductivity tensor, (3) the DC
conductivity, and (4) the light absorption of the material, in
addition to the spectral composition of incoming light. We apply
C2DB effective masses, as well as 2D single-particle polarizabilities
to obtain light absorptance27. Furthermore, the SC conductivity
tensor is calculated in GPAW using an approach equivalent to the
calculations of second-harmonic spectra in C2DB28,30. The specific
parameters used for obtaining this SC tensor are a line width of
Γ= 50meV and a degeneracy tolerance of 10 meV, see ref. 30 for
details. The SC conductivities, with all tensor elements, are
available in C2DB (https://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk/c2db/c2db.html). The
computational workflow has been applied to 326 non-
centrosymmetric 2D semiconductors to obtain the PV efficiencies
of these materials. Additionally, as mentioned previously, we apply
a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency maximizing efficiencies,
since the sign of most SC conductivities feature positive and
negative regions within the solar spectrum, reducing the overall
current. Additionally, a filter reduces photo-generation rates G,
leading to increased efficiency through the increased open circuit
field, detailed in the Methods section. As shown below, this may
place the optical filter cutoff even lower than expected from sign
changes in the SC response. Such filters are found to increase
efficiencies of some materials by a significant amount. As an
example, an optimal low-pass filter increases the efficiency of
CrSTe by a factor of approximately three.
Excitonic effects and self-energy corrections are not included in

the calculations despite their potentially large impact on SC
efficiencies4. Such effects are highly computationally demanding,
making large scale workflows unfeasible at present30. The partial
cancellation between excitonic and self-energy corrections27

means that the simpler DFT-based onset of absorption as well
as SC is expected to be reliable. This onset, along with geometric
asymmetry, is an important indicator of performance. As a
consequence, the ranking of materials based on DFT input is
expected to be valid in the sense that promising candidates will
remain so after excitonic and self-energy corrections. Finally, with

the exception of the efficiencies in Fig. 3, the carrier mobilities are
assumed impurity-limited, as established in the Methods section.
Figure 2a, b compare the efficiencies of the most efficient

materials with and without, respectively, a filter polarizing light
along the x-direction. The calculated monolayer efficiencies are
generally fairly low when compared to traditional p-n junction
solar cells. The most efficient material is CrSTe with a polarization
filter, having a PV efficiency η

ðCrSTeÞ
1 � 0:28%. Calculations for y-

polarized light have also been performed, however, for the
majority of materials the efficiencies are practically equal and,
thus, these results are not shown. This is especially true for
materials with three- or four-fold symmetry for which they are
exactly equal, which constitutes 219 of the 326 materials. Several
of the highly efficient materials are MXY Janus structures,
including the most efficient one, CrSTe. Additionally, 14 out of
the 20 most efficient materials under polarized light contain
chromium. The predicted efficiencies are highly sensitive to the
assumed mobilities, with lower mobility enhancing open circuit
voltage and, thereby, efficiency. As a consequence, high quality
samples characterized by phonon-limited mobilities represent a
worst-case scenario providing a lower bound for efficiencies. In
Fig. 3a, b, phonon-limited results are shown for the twenty best
material candidates. Note that these materials constitute an
entirely different set than the ones in Fig. 2a, b. As expected, the
results in Fig. 3 show a marked decrease in efficiency, with a peak
efficiency ≈ 0.02% found for the compound AsBrTe. These findings
emphasize the critical role of mobilities for efficient SC devices.
Examining polar and non-polar materials in Fig. 2, it is observed

that adding a polarization filter increases the efficiencies of both
classes. However, the majority of the highly efficient materials are
polar. This connection between polarization, susceptibility, and SC
has previously been studied, and found to be fairly complex5,19. In
particular, these works found that an increase in the degree of
polarization does not always imply an increase in SC5,19. One
might expect the response of polar materials in the direction of
spontaneous polarization to be superior compared to non-polar
materials due to the inherent electric field that can help drive the
current. This is, however, not what our data show, as the polar
materials in Fig. 2a with the highest in-plane SC are polarized in
the out-of-plane direction. In general, materials exhibit similar or
smaller SC response in polar compared to non-polar directions,

Fig. 1 Schematic of computational setup for shift current calculations. a Schematic view of SC power generation from 326 non-
centrosymmetric 2D materials from C2DB and the reference air mass 1.5 spectrum29, including a low-pass and polarization filter. The relative
proportions of crystal symmetry groups are shown in the pie chart, divided into polar and non-polar materials. b E-J curve applied to calculate
output power, with insets showing short circuit and open circuit scenarios. The area of the rectangle underneath the curve indicates the
maximum PV power, PPV.
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except for the fact that they typically have more non-vanishing
tensor elements due to lower symmetry. This is in agreement with
previous analyzes, which showed a complex relationship between
the shift current response and spontaneous polarization5,19. The
efficiencies under unpolarized light in Fig. 2b are significantly
lower, and very few materials achieve noticeable efficiencies. The
main reason is that only polar materials with an in-plane dipole
can yield in-plane SCs without a polarization filter. Consequently,
most materials are excluded, including many of the polar ones,
such as all the MXY Janus structures, since these have only out-of-
plane dipoles.
As argued above, efficiency depends on SC as well as

absorption and carrier mobility. It is therefore important to
explore the extent, to which SC alone correlates with efficiency. To

this end, we have included in-plane SCs in Fig. 2a, b, as well as out-
of-plane SCs in Fig. 2c. In both cases, SCs are in units of nAm−1,
enabling simple comparison. We note, however, that the
procedure providing the total current is different in the two
cases. Thus, for in-plane SCs one multiplies JSC,xy by contact length.
In contrast, the total out-of-plane current is found by dividing JSC,z
by sample thickness and multiplying by sample area. This
dimensional difference is exactly compensated by the fact that
voltage is constant in the out-of-plane geometry, but varies
linearly with distance between contacts in the in-plane case. Thus,
in both cases, power is proportional to area, as expected.
Examining Fig. 2a, b, we see that, generally, high efficiency
correlates with high SC. Yet, a number of exceptions are noted. In
particular, the most promising candidate CrSTe ranks third when
ordered according to SC. Similarly, AsITe has the highest SC but
ranks only third when considering efficiency. The explanation for
this behavior is that CrSTe has a favorably low absorption and
mobility for its SC response. Thus, the boost in open circuit voltage
is sufficient to compensate for the lower SC. Conversely, AsITe
features poor open circuit characteristics despite a very large SC
response leading to an overall lower efficiency.
Comparing Fig. 2a, b and Fig. 2c we note that the largest out-of-

plane SCs are similar in magnitude to the best in-plane ones,
differing at most by a factor of two. This might potentially
motivate further research into utilizing these materials by
collecting out-of-plane currents. Obtaining an estimate for the
efficiency of these SC materials, however, would require a
different approach, as many of the material properties in the
out-of-plane direction differ significantly from the in-plane ones,
and are even more susceptible to effects of their surroundings.

Fig. 2 Monolayer PV efficiencies with impurity-limited mobilities.
a, b Monolayer PV efficiencies and in-plane SCs (green bars) of the
twenty most efficient 2D materials, as calculated from Eq. (10), using
parameters from C2DB and a standard solar spectrum, with a and
without b polarization filter, respectively. The color of the bars in
a indicate polar (red) and non-polar (blue) compounds. c Out-of-
plane SC magnitude for the twenty materials with the highest
response under unpolarized light.

Fig. 3 Monolayer PV efficiencies with phonon-limited mobilities.
a, b Monolayer PV efficiencies of the twenty most efficient 2D
materials, as calculated by Eq. (10) in the main document modified
with the mobilities as calculated by the Takagi formulas (13) and
(14), using parameters from C2DB and a standard solar spectrum,
with and without a polarization filter. The color of the bars indicate
polar (red) and non-polar (blue) compounds, respectively.
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Moreover, it is unclear how open circuit fields should be calculated
in atomically thin out-of-plane geometries.
The multilayer PV efficiencies η∞ (see Methods for details),

shown in Fig. 4, exceed the monolayer efficiencies in Fig. 2 by one
to two orders of magnitude. CrSTe still remains the most efficient
material. However, several new extremely efficient materials
appear, as exemplified by FeZrI6 reaching η∞ ≈ 2%. These high-
efficiency candidates, which are absent in Fig. 2a, b, appear as a
consequence of their very high Glass coefficient, i.e. ratio between
SC and absorption. Thus, their monolayer response is poor but, by
stacking many layers, the total response becomes significant.
Physically, a large SC in a monolayer is typically accompanied by
large absorption. However, in multilayer samples, even materials
with low SC and absorption may fare well, as long as the ratio
between the two is favorable. Finally, we note that the same
mechanism applies to unpolarized light efficiencies, which are
seen from Fig. 4b to increase by roughly the same factor as
polarized ones.

Spectral response and data trends
We now investigate the spectral response of some of the most
promising candidates in detail. Figure 5a, b show the shift current
spectra for the most efficient polar and non-polar materials under
polarized light, respectively. In addition, Fig. 5c, d illustrate the
spectral response of the best polar material and the material with
the highest out-of-plane shift current under unpolarized light. All
spectra are calculated with a spectral broadening of 50 meV,
leading to a non-zero SC tail below the band gap. The figures
present only the yyy, yxx, and zyy tensor elements, as these are the
relevant ones for normal incident light. For each material, the low-

pass cutoff is indicated by vertical dashed lines. None of the
spectra overlap well with the solar spectrum, with two of the
optimal low-pass filters removing more than half the irradiance, as
shown by the cutoffs. Even so, these materials achieve the highest
efficiencies due to a combination of very high SC tensor elements
and low absorption. The seemingly non-optimal filter cutoffs
discarding a portion of the SC response can be understood by
considering the effect on photoinduced carriers reducing the
open circuit field. Essentially, good performance can be achieved if
the photo-generation rate G in Eq. (7) is sufficiently low, as follows
from Eq. (10). As a consequence, it may be favorable to discard a
larger part of the incoming spectrum even if this reduces the SC.
This is particularly relevant if the omitted SC part is only a weak
tail.
By compiling ab initio data for a wide range of materials, trends

describing the impact of band gap Eg and composition can be
deduced. The collection of 326 candidate materials includes both
indirect and direct band gap compounds. However, we have
ignored phonon-assisted processes that would add weak indirect
transitions with an onset at the indirect band gap for the former
class of compounds. Hence, all materials are treated as having

Fig. 4 Multilayer PV efficiencies. Multilayer PV efficiencies for the
twenty most efficient 2D materials, using parameters from C2DB and
a standard solar spectrum, with a and without b polarization filter.
The bar colors in a indicate polar (red) and non-polar (blue)
compounds, respectively.

Fig. 5 Shift current spectra of selected materials. Shift current
spectra of a CrSTe, b Hf3N2O2, c Cu2Sb2Se4, and d In2ZnS4, with a
spectral broadening of 50 meV. Only tensor elements contributing
to either efficiencies or out-of-plane shift current are shown. The
vertical dashed lines show the low-pass filter cutoff.
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vanishing response to photon energies below the direct gap and,
therefore, the direct band gap is the relevant indicator of
performance.
In Fig. 6, monolayer efficiencies are plotted vs. direct band gap.

There is clearly a significant scatter among the points. The frontier
material CrSTe with η

ðCrSTeÞ
1 � 0:28% has a band gap of 0.67 eV.

Yet, a broad optimum around direct band gaps of ~1 eV is noted.
The fact that an optimal band gap exists is readily understood
from the spectral match with the solar spectrum, similarly to usual
p-n junction solar cells with an optimum around 1.35 eV25.
Qualitatively, the spectral behavior of SC conductivity and
absorption is similar, with vanishing response below the band
gap and typically a peak immediately above the gap. Thus,
photons in the energy range below the gap do not contribute to
the response in neither p-n nor SC photovoltaics. This immediately
explains the observed decrease in efficiency at high band gaps.
The location of the optimum Eg ~ 1 eV is attributed to the peaked
nature of σSC(ω) immediately above the band gap. A highly
illustrative case in point is Hf3N2O2 in Fig. 5b. In such cases, it is
crucial that the solar spectrum maximum falls in the vicinity of the
band gap, which explains the location of the optimum. In
particular, lower band gaps imply reduced efficiency because
σSC(ω) is typically small throughout the intense parts of the solar
spectrum. An additional finding from Fig. 6 is a (weak) tendency
for polar materials to be more efficient than non-polar ones,
especially in the band gap range of 0.8–2 eV.
To rationalize these findings and guide searches for optimal

materials, we seek to establish a much simpler analytical model
capable of capturing the essential observations. To this end, we
consider ’gapped graphene’ as detailed in the Methods section
and illustrated in Fig. 7a. Gapped graphene has hexagonal in-
plane symmetry similar to TMDs and Janus structures and, as
demonstrated by the insets in Fig. 7b, SC conductivity and
absorption peaking just above the band gap. Applying these
characteristic to the spectral integrals in Eq. (17) leads to band gap
dependent efficiencies shown in the main panel of Fig. 7a and
included in Fig. 6. It is clearly seen that the simplified model
reproduces the optimum Eg ~ 1 eV.
A similar plot to Fig. 6 has been made by Tan et al., analyzing

the integrated SC conductivity vs. band gap for 950 3D
materials23. Here, the highest SC response is found in very low
band gap materials, in agreement with our gapped graphene
model detailed in the Methods section, where the SC conductivity
scales inversely with the band gap. Their analysis does, however,

not include the solar spectrum in the integral, which is essential
when calculating PV efficiency, as seen in Eq. (3). Thus, as
previously stated, having a low band gap does not normally
translate into high efficiency, since the solar intensity is very low in
this energy range.
The simple gapped graphene model allows us to assess the

impact of reduced absorption on the efficiency of high-gap
materials. Thus, whereas traditional p-n solar cells require efficient
absorption, SC photovoltaics may benefit from reduced absorp-
tion via the open circuit field, as noted above. To examine this
hypothesis, we include in Fig. 6 the dashed curve obtained by
assuming frequency-independent absorptance. In this manner,
the increase in open circuit field resulting from high band gaps is
artificially removed. As seen from the figure, the consequence is a
significant reduction in efficiency in high-gap cases. This
demonstrates that the optimum band gap region is, in fact,
higher than would be expected based on SC alone.
We finally investigate the impact of chemical composition on

the SC efficiencies. As is especially evident in Fig. 2a, a significant
part of the most promising materials belongs to the TMD class,
consisting of a metal and two vertically stacked atoms in a
hexagonal lattice. This class is further subdivided into MX2 TMDs
and MXY Janus structures, where the vertically stacked atoms are
non-identical. In Fig. 8, we analyze all (dynamically stable)
combinations of 15 metals and 22 chalcogenide groups. The
symmetric TMDs are represented by S2, Se2, Te2, O2 and I2 dimers.
In the plot, SC response and efficiency are shown as spot size,
while color indicates direct band gap. Examining the trends in the
results, it is observed that chromium compounds consistently rank
among the best materials. Furthermore, as revealed by the color
coding, Cr compounds feature band gaps on the plateau around
the optimal band gap value predicted by the gapped graphene
model. Consequently, this column of materials includes many
promising candidates for SC PVs. It is interesting to note that,
recently, Cr-based Janus TMDs have been identified as highly
promising piezo-electric materials31. Similarly to second order
nonlinear optics, piezo-electricity requires broken centrosymmetry

Fig. 6 Band gap dependence of PV efficiencies. Semilogarithmic
plot of PV efficiencies vs. direct band gap. The curves represent the
efficiency of gapped graphene as calculated by Eq. (17), including a
finite line width of 50meV. The color of the dots differentiate
between polar (red) and non-polar (blue) compounds, respectively.

Fig. 7 Absorptance, SC conductivity, and efficiency of gapped
graphene. a Unit cells of MXY Janus structure and gapped
graphene. b PV efficiency vs. band gap for gapped graphene, as
given by Eq. (17). Insets: Absorptance and SC conductivity spectra
for gapped graphene, as given by Eqs. (15) and (16), respectively,
with line width set to zero.
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implying a plausible connection between champion materials for
both applications.

DISCUSSION
Shift current photovoltaic efficiencies of 326 distinct 2D materials
present in the C2DB database have been calculated based on ab
initio DFT-based shift current spectra. In addition, we demonstrate
that linear optical absorption plays an important role for the
material performance. We have formulated a rigorous approach
relating efficiencies to microscopic quantities as well as

experimental transport properties. In particular, we present results
based on both theoretical phonon-limited mobilities as well as
experimental impurity-scattering parameters. We find that the
theoretical phonon-limited mobilities yield significantly lower
efficiencies compared to impurity-limited mobilities. This is
evident from Fig. 3, where the maximum efficiency under
polarized and non-polarized light is reduced by an order of
magnitude compared to the efficiencies in Fig. 2a, b. It is
interesting that a different set of materials appear as the most
efficient ones compared to the impurity-limited ranking in Fig. 2.
This highlights the potential for exploiting and designing intrinsic
mobilities in the search for promising SC photovoltaic materials5.
Both in-plane and out-of-plane shift currents have been studied.
Moreover, we find that efficiencies may be significantly improved
by adding low-pass and polarization filters, optimized for each
material. Finally, both monolayer and multilayer devices have
been analyzed providing quantitative estimates of the gain
achievable by stacking.
The multilayer efficiency η∞ is closely related to an alternative

measure of efficiency termed the internal efficiency, defined as
ηint ¼ PPV

Pabs
, where Pabs is the absorbed incident flux. For a single

layer, the internal efficiency is significantly larger than the external
one due to the relatively low absorptance of individual 2D
monolayers, implying Pabs≪ Pinc. Consequently, the internal
efficiency of a single layer is closely connected to that of an
infinite stack, as both of them are proportional to the Glass
coefficient (JSC/Pabs) squared7. The multilayer efficiency η∞ is,
however, the physically more appealing of the two, because it
refers to actual incident solar power rather than the absorbed
fraction.
Among both mono- and multilayer devices with impurity-

limited mobility, the highest efficiency is found in the Janus
compound CrSTe. In fact, Cr-based compounds are generally
highly promising featuring several champion material candidates.
An important indicator for efficiency is the direct band gap, for
which Cr-based compounds typically match the optimum around
~1 eV. The trade-off between shift current and absorption
providing optimal performance has been elucidated in detail.
We finally demonstrate that a simplified gapped graphene model
explains several key findings including the band gap dependence
of efficiency.

METHODS
Calculating PV efficiency
In this section, we will discuss the methodology applied to
calculate PV efficiencies, while numerical results based on this
approach are presented in the Results section. Two different PV
efficiencies will be established: (1) the efficiency of a monolayer,
and (2) the efficiency of an infinite stack of layers, ensuring
complete absorption of the incident light. The external efficiency
is defined as η ¼ PPV

Pinc
where Pinc ¼

R1
0 IðωÞdω is the total incident

energy flux, with I(ω) being the irradiance of incoming light. In
addition, PPV is the electrical power extracted from the PV device.
Similarly to p-n junction PV devices, the power of a SC device

can be related to its electric field-current (E-J) curve. As shown in
Fig. 1b, this curve connects open and short circuit scenarios
corresponding to infinite and vanishing external resistance,
respectively. Additionally, the short circuit current Jshort is equal
to the shift current JSC. The maximum generated power is then the
rectangle with the largest area drawn underneath the curve
connecting open and short circuit end points. By introducing an
E-J fill factor F, we get

PPV ¼ FJshort � Eopen: (1)

Here, the dot product ensures that only the projection of the
current onto the electric field yields any power. This is evident

Fig. 8 Efficiency dependence of chemical composition.
a Maximum SC tensor element magnitude averaged over frequency.
Monolayer b and multilayer c PV efficiencies, for different TMDs of
the MXY class. Horizontal and vertical axes show metal (M) and
chalchogenide (XY) constituents, respectively.
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from Fig. 1b, where any current flowing perpendicular to the
electric field will produce a vanishing power. The E-J curve for a
power source with a constant internal resistance, i.e. independent
of the external load, is a linear curve between Jshort and Eopen, as
shown in Fig. 1b, yielding a fill factor of F= 1/45.
The SC with a low-pass filter is given by

JSC ¼ 2
Z 1

0

$σ SCðωÞ : EðωÞEð�ωÞf ðωÞdω; (2)

where $σ SCðωÞ is a third rank tensor describing the SC
conductivity30, f(ω) the low-pass filter function, the factor of two
comes from the frequency permutation as derived by Sipe et al.24,
and E(ω) is the incident electric field. Here, we assume an ideal
low-pass filter, f(ω)=Θ(ωco−ω), with Θ(ω) the Heaviside step
function and ωco the cutoff frequency. Placing the 2D sheet in the
(x, y) plane, the irradiance at normal incidence can be related to
the time-averaged electric fields squared as IðωÞ ¼ ½hE2xðωÞi
þhE2yðωÞi�=2Z0, where Z0= μ0c is the impedance of free space.
Assuming unpolarized incident radiation hE2xðωÞi ¼ hE2yðωÞi, and,
moreover, ExðωÞExð�ωÞh i ¼ E2xðωÞ

� �
. Thus, the shift current along

direction a is

JSC;a ¼ 2Z0

Z 1

0

X
b2fx;yg

σSC
abbðωÞIðωÞf ðωÞdω; (3)

where the sum is restricted to the diagonal in the last indices by
considering two orthogonal projections of the unpolarized light
separately. The off-diagonal contributions to the shift current of
these two projections will cancel, leaving only the diagonal
contributions19. As previously mentioned, non-polar materials will
only generate current under polarized light5. Thus, in this case, we
restrict the sum to either exclusively the x or y coordinate,
corresponding to the effect of applying a polarization filter.
Next, as shown in Fig. 1b, in the open circuit case, JSC is

canceled by an equal and opposing drift current Jdrift= σDCEopen,
so that

Eopen ¼ JSC=σDC: (4)

Here, we assumed a diagonal DC conductivity σDC, which
depends strongly on the material quality since it is proportional to
the carrier mobility4, i.e.

σDC ¼ eðnμe þ pμhÞ; (5)

where e is the elementary charge, n and p electron and hole
density, respectively, and μe/h carrier mobilities of electrons/holes.
We take the mobility tensors to be diagonal but possibly
dependent on direction, as discussed below.
The mobility is notoriously dependent on environment and

sample quality for 2D materials32–35. As is evident from Eqs. (4) and
(5), a low mobility is favorable for SC devices due to an increased
Eopen. In ultra-clean, suspended materials one could apply the
intrinsic (phonon limited) mobility, which can be estimated using
the Takagi formula36, Eq. (13). However, in experiments, 2D materials
on substrates usually show significantly reduced mobilities com-
pared to the intrinsic ones. This reduction is attributed to a number
of different scattering mechanisms arising from the substrate itself
and defects in the material. In particular, experiments show that, at
room temperature, the primary source of scattering is Coulomb
impurities near the semiconductor-dielectric interface34. Conse-
quently, we will approximate the mobility based on experimental
room temperature data for n-doped MoS2. The mobility of MoS2 on
SiO2 substrates has been found to be μ= 23 cm2V−1s−134,35, an
order of magnitude lower than the intrinsic one. The electron
mobility μe ¼ e τh i=m�

e is proportional to the ratio between the
energy weighted relaxation time τh i and effective electron mass m�

e ,
with the former mostly sub- and superstrate dependent. Converting
the measured mobility of MoS2 into relaxation time using the

effective electron mass27m�
e ¼ 0:53m0 yields τh iMoS2 ¼ 6:9 � 10�15 s.

Thus, assuming this value to be a reasonable general estimate, we
will approximate the diagonal elements of the mobilities of other
materials on similar substrates using

μe=h ¼
e τh iMoS2

m�
e=h

; (6)

where m�
e=h denotes electron/hole effective mass evaluated

along the optical polarization direction. Here, the effective
masses are reciprocally averaged over symmetric valleys, to
handle multiple valance/conduction band maxima/minima.
Hence, anisotropic effective masses lead to direction-
dependent mobilities in materials with lower symmetry. To
validate the applicability of a common relaxation time, we have
compared calculated and measured mobilities of other promi-
nent 2D materials. In this manner, we obtain mobilities for WSe2
of μe;WSe2 � 27 cm2V�1s�1 and μh;WSe2 � 35 cm2V�1s�1, close to
experimentally measured values on SiO2 of
μe=h;WSe2 ¼ 30 cm2V�1s�137. Similarly, the measured hole mobi-
lity of few-layer BP on SiO2 is μh,BP= 74 cm2V−1s−138, consistent
with the mobility μh,BP= 81 cm2V−1s−1 predicted by the
effective mass of few-layer BP, m�

h;BP ¼ 0:15m0
39.

In intrinsic semiconductors, charge neutrality implies n= p and
is maintained under illumination as electrons and holes are
created simultaneously. Thus, assuming excitons dissociating
instantaneously, the photoexcitation generation rate G is

G ¼
Z 1

0
αðωÞ IðωÞ

_ω
f ðωÞdω; (7)

where α(ω) is the absorptance of the material. This rate should be
divided by a factor of 2, when considering a setup with a
polarization filter. Assuming vanishing contributions from ther-
mally excited carriers, the conductive electron density can now be
determined from the density rate equation in steady state

dn
dt

¼ G� n
τr
¼ 0 ) n ¼ Gτr; (8)

where τr is the carrier lifetime before relaxing back to the ground
state, i.e. the reciprocal of the recombination rate.
Combining these steps, we get the efficiency

η ¼ F J2SC m
�
red

Pinc e2 G τh iMoS2τr
; (9)

where m�
red ¼ m�

em
�
h=ðm�

e þm�
hÞ is the reduced mass.

As with the mobilities, the carrier lifetime τr is subject to the
same scattering mechanisms related to material quality, as well as
sub- and superstrates. In lack of precise estimates of τr, the energy
weighted relaxation time of MoS2 provides a lower bound on this
lifetime for all materials, yielding an upper bound on the
efficiency. The relaxation time τh iMoS2 is rather low compared to
measured recombination lifetimes, that are on the scale of tens to
thousands of fs, depending on the substrate, sample quality and
contacts used40–42. However, the exact recombination lifetime in
the presence of an electric field and metal contacts is difficult to
estimate. Thus, we replace τr in Eq. (9), by the idealized lower
bound τr ¼ τh iMoS2 , such that

η ¼ F J2SC m
�
red

Pinc e2 G τh i2MoS2

: (10)

If the carrier lifetime is significantly larger than the idealized
lower bound, this expression should be corrected by a factor of
τh iMoS2=τr. Note that scaling I(ω) by a factor of C results in JSC∝ C,
Pinc∝ C, and G∝ C. Thus, the scaling factor cancels in the
efficiency, meaning that efficiency is independent of the overall
magnitude of the irradiance. This argument breaks down in the
presence of ionizing defects, where the assumption of n= Gτ is
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invalid4. In this case, increasing Pinc improves the efficiency. These
defects would optimally be passivated in SC PVs, since they
reduce the overall efficiency4,5. The spectral composition of the
irradiance does, however, play a significant role in the efficiency,
due to a number of factors, the primary one being the spectral
overlap with the SC susceptibility.
For an ideal stack of n layers, where each subsequent layer is

exposed to the irradiance transmitted by the previous layers, the
efficiency is

ηn ¼
F m�

red

Pinc e2 τh i2MoS2

Xn
m¼1

J2SC;m
Gm

; (11)

where only JSC,m and Gm are layer-dependent quantities,
determined by the irradiance reaching layer m

ImðωÞ ¼ ð1� αðωÞÞm�1IðωÞf ðωÞ: (12)

Clearly, for a single layer we insert n= 1 into Eq. (11) and obtain
Eq. (10), as expected. In the opposite limit of an infinite stack, we
insert n=∞, resulting in the same expression of electric power as
that of a single layer, except all occurrences of I(ω) are replaced by
I(ω)/α(ω). Note that we model multilayer samples as a stack of
non-interacting layers, achieved by e.g. separating layers by a non-
absorbing inert sheet, such as hBN. In this manner, the SC
response of each individual layer is given by its monolayer value.
Numerically, the ab initio absorptance below the direct band gap
is very small, leading to potential numerical inaccuracies in the
spectral integrals. To eliminate such errors, we add a small
constant to the absorptance. This constant is taken as 2αFSΓ/Eg,
with αFS ≈ 1/137 the fine-structure constant, Γ= 50meV the line
width, and Eg the direct band gap of the material. This expression
is the DC absorptance of gapped graphene as given in Eq. (15).

Phonon-limited mobility
The intrinsic electron/hole mobility μe/h, limited only by scattering
on acoustic phonons, can be estimated using the deformation
potential D by application of the Takagi formula36, with in-plane
diagonal elements

μe=h;aa ¼
e_3Saa

kBTm�
e=h;aam

�
e=h;dD

2
e=h;a

; (13)

where Saa is the diagonal elastic tensor elements, m�
e=h;aa the

effective mass along direction a, and m�
e=h;d ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�

e=h;xxm
�
e=h;yy

q
. In

anisotropic materials, the expression above should incorporate
effects from the transverse direction32. As a consequence, the
mobility must be multiplied by the factor43

βe=h ¼
5
8 þ 3

8
Sbb
Saa

9
20 þ 7

20
De=h;b

De=h;a
þ 5

20

D2
e=h;b

D2
e=h;a

; (14)

where b ≠ a is the second in-plane direction.

Gapped graphene model
In the gapped graphene model, the actual 2D crystal is
approximated by a staggered honeycomb lattice with two distinct
sublattices, whose on-site energies are ± Eg/2. Expanding sub-
lattice coupling in the vicinity of the Dirac points to linear order in
momentum yields a simple isotropic gapped Dirac model, which is
sufficient to capture the linear optical response44,45. However,
second-order nonlinearities require broken centrosymmetry and,
therefore, so-called “trigonal warping" terms must be retained to
compute shift currents44,45. Even including such terms, the model
is sufficiently simple that closed-form analytical expressions of
linear and nonlinear conductivities can be found. Thus, the
absorptance and SC conductivity of gapped graphene in the

extended Dirac model are

αðωÞ ¼ 2αFSIm
E2g

_2ω2
þ 1

 !
tanh�1 _ω

Eg

� �
� Eg
_ω

" #
; (15)

σSC
xxxðωÞ ¼

8σ2ζTW
π

Im
E2g

_2ω2
tanh�1 _ω

Eg

� �
� Eg
_ω

" #
; (16)

where αFS= e2/4πϵ0ℏc is the fine-structure constant, a the lattice
constant, ζTW ¼ 1=8

ffiffiffi
3

p
the trigonal-warping strength46, and

σ2= e3a/4ℏEg. As is evident, this model depends solely on one
parameter, namely the band gap Eg, since the lattice constant a
appears as a simple scaling factor in the SC. Assuming all other
factors in the PV efficiency, Eq. (10), to be independent of Eg, the
efficiency will be

η1ðEgÞ /
R1
0 σSC

xxxðωÞIðωÞdω
� �2R1

0 αðωÞIðωÞ=_ω dω
: (17)

This efficiency is shown in Fig. 7b, together with the
absorptance and SC conductivity of gapped graphene. The
efficiency is maximal near band gaps of approximately 1 eV. On
either side of the optimum, efficiency is reduced due to poor
spectral overlap between SC conductivity and solar spectrum.
Note the extremely peaked nature of the SC conductivity at the
band gap as shown in the inset of Fig. 7b. At higher band gaps,
the reduced absorption also plays a role in the performance
through the achieved open circuit field.
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